
Up2: Mobility and
Transport software
solutions

Building smart solutions that create business
impact



The world is gearing towards mobility transformation that requires a mind shift and use of intelligent
technology. Smart technology is the driving force behind the future of logistics, travel, and commute.

Up2 is a part of the Strypes family of companies, specializing in innovative solutions for the transport and mobility industry.
These custom solutions are applicable in cases where out-of-the box solutions don’t fit. Thanks to the knowledge and expertise
we have acquired in the field, we are in a position to develop sustainable, rational, and intelligent mobility solutions through
using smart technologies.

How do we do that?

• MaaS solutions 
• Paratransit and community transport 
• Infrastructure monitoring 
• Emergency medical transport 
• Integration of transport service providers 
• Vehicles pooling and sharing

Up2’s goal is to innovate and drive progress, and we do that thanks to our team members and our 15 years of experience. 
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Case Study: AMBOS

Patient and Trip Management System for the Dutch Ambulance Services 

Ambos is a long-term project that we have been working on for the past nine years. When they first came to us, the Dutch
Ambulance Services didn’t have the right software to manage their emergency trips. They were using a desktop
application of which the license was expiring. 

Our challenge was to develop a patient and trip management system from scratch. We were responsible for the functional
and technical design, consulting, interactions, and overall implementation. In the Netherlands, the Ambulance Services are
not centralized, whereas every region has its own service. We had to build a multi-tenant solution to support these
multiple services.

Challenges 

• Different processes at the ambulance services 
• Multiple third-party system integrations 
• Incorporate many specific terms, abbreviations, and nomenclatures which were available only in Dutch
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The Solution

The patient and trip management system helps Ambos operate the workflow of these emergency trips. First, the
dispatch centre accepts the calls and decides what is the level of emergency and whether they need to send an
ambulance. The paramedics then receive a request through the mobile application, along with a message that
they need to go to a certain address. 

Our solution is connected with the dispatch center and stores emergency trips in the back office. When the
paramedics arrive at the address, they have to fill data about the trip. This is a form that has over 700 fields of
medical and personal data. In the past, much of this documentation used to be done on paper. There was also
the need to edit this information, as emergency trips require fast responses. 

The system we develop integrates with the ambulance and the Dispatch Center. The trip information comes
from those two channels at different times and our solution merges the data and visualizes the trip for further
processing.

Another function was sending notifications to hospitals so that they can prepare for the respective case

The most complex part of this solution was handling the financial workflow of every emergency trip. It depends
on multiple parameters (the type of the trip, urgency, number of patients in the ambulance, insured or
uninsured patient, debtor type). 

The most complex part of this solution was handling the financial workflow of every emergency trip. It depends
on multiple parameters (the type of the trip, urgency, number of patients in the ambulance, insured or
uninsured patient, debtor type). 

The system connects with the insurer Vektis, to generate declarations for the insured patient trips. It helps:
• Implement the format for returned declarations from Vektis so the financial users can adjust the data 
• Integrate with the accounting software of the Ambulance Services (Exact and Afas) to match the declared trips 
• Continue the process

One of the requests was that the system should provide access levels to the users which varied for the different
Ambulance Service.

All data for hospitals, insurance companies, debtors, medicines and their priorities, as well as medical questions,
are configurable via the web interface and are sent to the mobile device real-time. There is always up-to-date
information for emergency trips

User interface 

The UI delivers information and capability in the context that each user needs to interface with the application —
and all on one screen without clicking on multiple menus and screens to find the requested data or to do a daily
task. 

Technology stack 

.Net, SQL database, EntityFramework, WCF services, web UI

Patient trip and financial workflow management
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CASE STUDY: OV-FIETS

Bike Rentals and Parking Processing Solution for the Dutch National Railroad Company 

The Dutch National Railroad Company, NS, came to us to design and build the back-office for managing bike rentals and
parking. This service called OV-Fiets was designed to stimulate people to use their cars less often and to make door-to-
door journeys.

OV-Fiets is a cost-effective bike rental membership scheme which can be used when travelling by train. There are almost
300 bike rental locations in the Netherlands, with 100,000 members.

Challenges

In 2013, Up2 was asked to design and build the back-office for managing bike rentals and parking. The other parts of the
platform were built by different vendors and the integration was a major issue. The system went live in 2014 and was
maintained and extended until 2018. 

In 2017, the entire platform was redeveloped and Up2 was asked to update and improve the back-office. We worked in
partnership with info.nl to build a new highly performant system based on modern architecture and design. 

Another challenge was that the client’s business was growing rapidly, which was the reason to release the back-office
platform.

The Solutions

The system we developed went live at the end of 2018 

For each rental and parking, people use their OV chip cards (Dutch transport cards) to check-in and check
out at the terminal. This then sent asynchronous messages that had to be processed, validated and
stored in the back office to create rental and parking transactions. In the morning and in the evening of
the working days, there are over 10,000 transactions that are processed by the back office. 

The system provides mechanisms for processing both online and offline transactions applying complex
rules to validate and split or combine transactions. All the rentals and parking are billed based on flexible
tariff plans that vary based on return location and customer group. These tariff plans are centrally
managed in a web application.

Microservice architecture 

The whole OV-Fiets solution is built using microservices that run on docker containers which make the
system: 
• Highly maintainable and testable 
• Loosely coupled 
• Independently deployable 
• Organised around business capabilities 
• Owned by a small team 
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The examples that we reviewed showcase a small fraction of how to apply
Nearsurance as an outsourcing model that guarantees a solution. 

The best way to show what we can do for your company is to offer a free
consultation so that we can discuss your needs and show you what
solutions we can build. 

To request a demo, reach out to us at business@strypes.eu or call us to
discuss your project needs. 

Visit our website Visit strypes.eu to read more about our services.

strypes.eu

NETHERLANDS
Prof. Dr. Dorgelolaan 30
5613 AM Eindhoven  (4th floor)

 +31 40 3116025

NETHERLANDS
Kopenhagen 9
2993 LL Barendrecht

 +31 40 3116025

Technical implementation and challenges 
 

To cope with the complexity of the bike rentals system, we used techniques from Domain Driven Design. One of the major goals of
the new system was to improve the performance of processing the transactions due to the increased number of rentals and parking
in the rush hours and the new locations NS are building. 

For this purpose, we used: Redis cache for the rarely updated entities in the system Decoupled REST representation 
Technology stack: .Net core platform, Linux container, MS SQL Server, REST services running on Kestrel server without Http proxy
server, Entity Framework Core, Graylog, Redis
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